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BACKGROUND 

Family tradition is that my male line great-great-grandfather, Hugh Devine (various 

spellings), was a “tinker” (now called “Traveller”) from Ireland. His life in northeast England 

(1843-1874) is well-documented, including a change of surname around 1854, also part of 

tradition. I was told that he changed the family name from “Devine” to “Shields” because he 

had killed someone and was evading the law. I had the impression that this had happened in 

Ireland, but in 2009, when it became possible to compare the 1851 and 1861 censuses, I 

discovered that the change of surname occurred in England. There is obviously no evidence 

of the murder, as he escaped justice, but I think we must assume that is true too. 

But was he really born in Ireland? 

Hugh is first documented in 1843, marrying in Newcastle upon Tyne, England. His father 

is named as “Joseph Devine, weaver”. Hugh’s death certificate, burial record, and three 

censuses (1851, 1861, 1871) consistently identify him as born 1820-21. His birthplace is 

stated as “Scotland” in 1861 and “Scotland, Edinburgh” in 1871. He was Catholic, as 

evidenced by some baptisms and burials. In England, he often lived alongside Irish people, 

and took as his new surname that of the Irish neighbour (who may have been related to him) 

whose daughter was sponsor at his third child’s baptism in 1850.  This suggests he would 

have not have hidden Irish birth. 

Most of the 1841 census of Ireland was destroyed in 1922. The surviving information 

includes no-one who could be either Hugh or Joseph. The 1841 censuses for England and for 

Scotland have 7 potential matches for Hugh, 6 born in Ireland and 1 in Scotland, all labouring 

men, as he was, none living with a father called Joseph. The 5 year age brackets of the 1841 

censuses make identification hard. There are 3 candidates for Joseph, 1 born in Ireland and 2 

in England.  

DOCUMENTS 

1. 

Baptism of Hugh Devine, 15 Nov 1820, Baptismal Register 1820, p166, Catholic 

Registers Birth and Baptisms MP74113169, Edinburgh St Mary’s Cathedral, Scottish 

Catholic Archive, ScotlandsPeople. https://www.scotlandspeople.gov.uk/, accessed 2 Feb 

2021. 

This is the only candidate for Hugh Devine produced by searching ScotlandsPeople. 

It records the baptism of Hugh, son of Hugh Devine and Ann Owens. The absence of 

“lawful” is unusual in this register (2/12 entries on p166-7), suggesting the parents were 

not married. Date of birth was 8 November 1820, the sponsor was Agnes Owens, and 

the priest was William Wallan. 

The register lists baptisms for the Chapel of St Mary, constructed in 1814, and later 

to become St Mary’s Metropolitan Cathedral. 

The father’s name makes it unlikely this is my Hugh. Furthermore, illegitimate 

children usually take the mother’s surname. 
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2. 

Sir John Walsham to the Poor Law Commission, letter with enclosure, 15 Sep 1840, 

Local Government Board and predecessors: Correspondence with Poor Law Unions and 

Other Local Authorities, Folios 357-258, MH 12/8976/215, National Archives, Kew 

(England), https://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/, accessed 16 February 2021. 

Walsham’s letter commended the porter of Berwick upon Tweed workhouse for 

recording vagrants passing through, and enclosed a sample page from the record book, 

listing 27 vagrants (15-26 July 1840). Both were bound into a volume by the National 

Archives. 

The second name on the register (15 July) is Hugh Devine, a Scottish 19 year old,  

5’ 5” tall, travelling from Glasgow to Newcastle upon Tyne. His trade is partly 

obscured by the gutter of the binding, but ends with “k Maker”. 

It cannot be confirmed whether this is the relevant Hugh Devine, but name, age, 

and destination all match. 

3. 

Census record for Joseph Devine, age 72, Warwick Lane, Coventry, Warwickshire,1841, 

England and Wales Census, The National Archives, HO107/1152/7/29/11/. UK Census 

Collection, Ancestry.com, accessed 17 February 2021. 

Three men are documented in the UK 1841 censuses who are called Joseph Devine 

(including spelling variants) and who are old enough to be the father of Hugh. One is a 

weaver, living in Warwick Lane, a poor part of the newly industrialised silk weaving 

district of Coventry, Warwickshire. Joseph, age 72, is identified as born in 

Warwickshire, and lives with Charles Devine, age 17, also locally born. Unusually for 

the 1841 census, the page on which they appear has exact ages, not rounded ones. 

It seems unlikely that Hugh’s family would be from the Midlands of England. 

4. 

Ireland, Catholic Parish Registers, 1655-1915. Ancestry.com, accessed 21 Feb 2021. 

This collection is accessed through an index allowing searches on several fields, 

with and without wild cards. The archive, from the National Library of Ireland, covers 

1086 parishes, but many Catholic baptisms were unrecorded in the 1820s. I searched 

baptisms in all imaginable ways for variants in English and Latin of “Hugh Devine”, 

“Joseph Devine”, Devine only, Hugh with father Joseph, Hugh D, etc., from 1819-

1825.  

Only one possible candidate appeared, Hugh Davone, son of Murtagh Davone and 

Mary Corman, baptised on 30 March 1820 in Moycullen, Galway.  

The father’s first name makes this unlikely to be my Hugh Devine. 
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FINDINGS 

Hugh Devine’s country of birth cannot be established. He is not confirmed in any record 

before 1843. The most plausible is the vagrant in Berwick upon Tweed. Hugh often worked 

as a brick or tile maker: the obscured trade could be “[Bric]k Maker”. 

Hugh was from the bottom-most class of British society, so his baptism was unlikely to 

have been recorded, especially before the Roman Catholic Relief Act 1829. 

In 1841, 20 year old Hugh was likely to be itinerant. He cannot be distinguished from 

other solitary labouring young men of the same name. Furthermore, his name might have 

been partially recorded; or not at all.  

Sources -- and my skills -- have improved since previous attempts. New search algorithms 

produced more candidates. I had failed to notice that the Hugh Devine born in Edinburgh in 

1820 was illegitimate. The National Archives at Kew released images of Walsham’s letter 

which I had previously seen only in transcription and which I had recorded inaccurately.  

Although the names Hugh gave his children followed the traditional Scottish conventions, 

he had no attested son called “Joseph”. His earliest documented son is James, born three years 

after marriage. His first-born may have been an undocumented Joseph, but it is surprising that 

no subsequent son was named Joseph. What could account for the absence? Hugh may not 

have known his father’s name. Or there could have been a rift with his father. 

I have now established that the Coventry weaver was not the father of Hugh. There seems 

to be nowhere else to look. 

We must tentatively assume that Hugh told the truth about his country of birth and 

probably also about his father’s name. The balance of probability is that Hugh Devine was 

born in Scotland of Irish ancestry, and was therefore seen as ethnically Irish. 


